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SANTA GIFT BAG & TAG
Design by: paula_bee (21 Projects)
About me: I love m ak ing a variety of crafts,
m ostly card m ak ing, but also scrapbook ing and
hom e decor. I have also recently begun using
m y Cricut to create wearable art.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Boxes/Bags/Tags Christmas

Holiday Gifts
Create this cute Santa gift bag and gift tag to w rap up
some Christmas presents!

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Winter Frolic Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Card stock

Ahesive

Glitter glue

Stamps & Ink

Twine

Gift bag

Jolly Holidays Cartridge

STEP 1
Cut a square of yellow cardstock and cut a smaller square out of the middle to create the belt buckle. I cut this one freehand, but it would
be just as easy to use George and Basic shapes and Cricut Craft Room or the Gypsy. Adhere the buckle to the center of the belt to create
the Santa belly bag.

STEP 2
Using Jolly Holidays, cut using all the features at 2." Adhere all the pieces together and add to the tag. Cover the snow with a white glitter
glue, I used star dust Stickles. Using stamps and ink of your choice, stamp a word (in my case, "Christmas") on the sign in place of "North
Pole," which is too small to cut nicely.

STEP 3
Using Winter Frolic, cut <Reindeer-s> using the tag feature. Adhere the layer to the back of the tag. Using stamps and ink of your choice,
stamp the "to" and "from" sentiments. Finally, tie the tag to the bag with some twine.

STEP 4
Cover a plain white gift bag with red card stock, cut slightly smaller than the bag.

STEP 5
Rip some white card stock into a strip to create the fur trim for the suit and adhere down the middle of the red card stock.

STEP 6
Cut a strip of black cardstock to create Santa's belt and adhere near the bottom of the bag.

STEP 7
Using Winter Frolic, cut and at 2," using the tag feature.

AWARDS

RELATED PROJECTS
Gate Gift Bag

View details
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Princess Box

View details

Frog Prince Gift Bag
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